
Uve (2020), bronze, 17 7/10 Ã— 15 2/5 Ã— 9 1/10 inchesThe bronze sculptures of Spanish artist JesÃºs CuriÃ¡ are intentionally ambiguous. Evoking ancient relics, the patina-covered works denote no explicit gender or
ethnicity. Instead, the sculptures center on nondescript figures severed by an abstract element or negative space. Whether signaling to another, marching downstairs, or grasping a skirted gown, the slim personas are
often in motion. These decontextualized movements offer a glimpse into the modern condition as they fuse the most surreal aspects of experience with the real.Dive into CuriÃ¡&#8217;s process, which includes a precise
application of acid and fire, in this studio visit, and explore more of his evocative sculptures on Artsy.&nbsp;Nuntius (2018), bronze and steel, 67 Ã— 16 Ã— 12 inchesSin Fin III/4 (ca. 2016), bronze and steel, 23 3/5 Ã—
10 1/5 Ã— 11 4/5 inchesLeft: Milenium III (2020), bronze, 42 1/10 Ã— 26 Ã— 6 3/10 inches. Right: Aire IV (2013), bronze and iron, 18 9/10 Ã— 7 9/10 Ã— 5 1/2 inchesDownstair, bronze and iron, 34Â½Â  x 31Â½ x 8Â¾
inchesCuatro (2019), bronze, 19 3/10 Ã— 11 2/5 Ã— 4 7/10 inchesDecisiÃ³n (2011) bronze and ironWashington-based artist Anthony Howe (previously) has mesmerized viewers for nearly a decade with towering kinetic
sculptures that twist and turn with hypnotic motion. Weighing hundreds of pounds, the hefty artworks are activated with even the slightest breeze and resemble otherworldly organisms, four-legged creatures, and
mechanisms as they coil in the wind. Howe documents his fabrication process for one of his works in a new video on his YouTube channel, where he shares a growing collection of sleek sculptures.&nbsp;ï»¿Mums the
Word, 475 pounds, 206 x 96 x 60 inchesIn Cloud Light IV, 830 pounds, 234 x 86 x 60 inchesï»¿ï»¿All images Â© Madriguera WorkshopMadriguera Workshopâ€™s eccentric characters might be the quietest guests at
your next dinner party. Helmed by Lydia de la PiÃ±era and Luis Llamas, the Galicia-based studio handcrafts a range of anthropomorphized clay pieces that are shaped into playful pots, cups, and serving ware. Tousled
chives and spiked succulents become hair for the two-legged planters, while the face collection features a subtle, elegant figure with a long nose and crooked smile.Madriguera&#8217;s face tray just was named a finalist
in the 2020 Etsy Design Awards, and a few pieces are still available on Etsy and in the workshop&#8217;s store. To follow new releases and stock updates, head to Instagram.&nbsp;All images Â© JosÃ© Iriarte, shared
with permissionWho knew people have been flinging themselves into open air since ancient times? Earlier this week, we reported on a massive collection of prehistoric art deep in the Colombian Amazon, and new
photographs of the findings reveal early humans bungee jumping just like modern adventurers.Spanning nearly eight miles, the paintings date back about 12,500 years when people first arrived on the continent. Thanks to
JosÃ© Iriarteâ€”who is a professor of archaeology at Exeter University and an expert on the Amazon and pre-Colombian historyâ€”we&#8217;re able to share up-close images of the terracotta-colored renderings. Scroll
down to see a range of extinct animals, oversized armadillos and sloths, and group ceremonies that make up the 100,000-plus individual paintings, which will be part of a documentary titled Jungle Mystery: Lost Kingdoms
of the Amazon airing this month.Update: This article originally framed the prehistoric art as a discovery, which was inaccurate considering Colombians and Indigenous peoples have known about and studied the area for
decades. Patricio von Hildebrand, Thomas van der Hammen, and Carlos CastaÃ±o-Uribe have made significant contributions, in addition to researchers at the National University of Colombia and the University of
Antioquia. We regret the error and erasure.&nbsp;ï»¿The googly-eyed cast in Lucas Zanattoâ€™s new looped animation is all of us this year: Beaming one moment, bummed the next.Â SMILE follows an array of pastel
characters as they quickly twist from one mood to another. Whether spurred by a downward spiral or rollercoaster ride, each movement turns the pastel creature topsy-turvy, leaving it with a perpetual grin.Watch more
light-hearted projects from the Helsinki-based director (previously) on Vimeo and Instagram, where he also shares tutorials and behind-the-scenes shots. Check out his recent collaboration with KAWS encouraging folks to
vote in the U.S. election, too.&nbsp;All images Â©Â Field Notes, shared with permissionU.K.-based artist Brendan Dawes channels the infinite crystalline shapes of snowflakes in a new collaboration with Field Notes. For
its 49th limited-edition series, the Chicago-based notebook manufacturer tasked Dawes with designing an algorithm that mimics the atmospheric process that forms the icy grooves and feathered shoots.Â After a lengthy
development inspired by the work of physicist Kenneth G. Libbrecht, Dawes created 99,999 unique snowflake illustrations to wrap around the deep blue covers. Just like the real crystals, no two are the same.Support
Colossal by picking up a three-pack of Snowy EveningÂ in the Colossal Shop, along with Field Notes&#8217; United States of Letterpress, which features notebooks designed by nine printers across the
nation.&nbsp;&nbsp;All images Â© Stefan ZsaitsitsDespite their uncanny elements, the black-and-white worlds of Stefan Zsaitsits (previously) deftly encapsulate the ennui and angst of modern life. The meticulously
cross-hatched scenes depict solitary figures in states of psychological stress as they wrap their bodies around docks, cry profusely, and find themselves stuck under a thundercloud. Some of the lethargic, anxiety-ridden
figures literally are overwhelmed by the atmosphere or shown putting on a happy face.Zsatisits recently compiled 21 illustrations in a collection titled Wherever, which is available for purchase on his site. All works are 21 x
21 centimeters and printed on 350 gram/meterÂ² cardboard. Explore an extensive collection of his earlier pieces on Instagram and Behance, where he also shares a behind-the-scenes video of his process.&nbsp;All
images Â© Peng Wei, courtesy of Tina Keng Gallery, shared with permissionThrough delicately layered flax and cotton paper, Peng Wei (previously) reconceptualizes common notions of femininity. The Chinese artist
casts figurative sculptures depicting only the human torso, which are shapely in front and abstractly gathered in back. Inky tableaus of spectral figures, scenes of war, and domestic tasks all evoking ancient Chinese
narrativesâ€”like Paragons of Feminine Virtue by Ming-dynasty thinker Lv Kun and Qing-dynasty novelist Pu Songling&#8217;s Strange Tales from the Chinese Studioâ€”envelop the exterior.Â Combined with evocative
poses, Peng&#8217;s freehand paintings subvert traditional understandings of women&#8217;s roles by removing their original context and displaying them anew.Many of the delicately sculpted works shown here are
part of Feminine Space, a collection that privileges the female vantage point, a statement says. Peng&#8217;s stance is less an insouciant look from afar than an earnest gaze that pierces through the ancient works of
Chinese literature. If you&#8217;re in Taiwan, Feminine Space is on view through January 30, 2021, at Tina Keng Gallery. Otherwise, explore more of Peng&#8217;s work on Artsy.&nbsp;ï»¿ï»¿ï»¿Japanese artist
Yasuhiro Suzuki long has wondered about what lies beneath the surface of Tokyo&#8217;s Sumida River, a question he&#8217;s symbolically remedied with a sleek vessel that unzips the middle of the waterway.
Suzuki&#8217;s Zip-Fastener Ship mimics the ubiquitous closures as it separates the central river with a wake that splays out just like the teeth-lined tape.Completed in 2004, the silver vessel grew out of an idea Suzuki
had in 2002 after he watched a ship glide down the waterway while flying overhead. The undertow of the boat, which travels back and forth between Azuma-bashi Bridge and Sakura-bashi Bridge, opened up the water like
a zipper to connect the other side of the river, he says. (I hoped) that it would change the way we look at the city landscape.Suzuki began an annual launch on the Sumida in 2018 and plans to shift his focus to the
water&#8217;s molecules in a future iteration, which you can follow on Instagram. (via Laughing Squid)&nbsp;All images Â© Jon Foreman, shared with permissionA scroll through Jon Foremanâ€™s Instagram proves
just how prolific the Wales-based artist has been this yearâ€”he&#8217;s collaborated with artist James Brunt (previously) on a few projects, too. From coils arranged in gradients to whirling patterns embedded in the
sand, Foreman&#8217;s land art sprawls across beaches and grassy patches in an impressive number of locations. Each work is precise in composition, perfectly matching size, hue, and shape into hypnotic works that
contrast the man-made construction with their organic backdrops.Because the outdoor projects are ephemeral in nature, Foreman (previously) offers prints of most pieces in his shop.&nbsp;&nbsp;
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